Exploring radical migration pathways in peptides with positional isomers, deuterium labeling, and molecular dynamics simulations.
One of the keys for understanding radical directed dissociation in peptides is a detailed knowledge of the factors that mediate radical migration. Peptide radicals can be created by a variety of means; however, in most circumstances, the originally created radicals must migrate to alternate locations in order to facilitate fragmentation such as backbone cleavage or side chain loss. The kinetics of radical migration are examined herein by comparing results from ortho-, meta-, and para-benzoyl radical positional isomers for several peptides. Isomers of a constrained cyclic peptide generated by several orthogonal radical initiators are also probed as a function of charge state. Cumulatively, the results suggest that small changes in radical position can significantly impact radical migration, and overall structural flexibility of the peptide is also an important controlling factor. A particularly interesting pathway for the peptide RGYALG that is sensitive to ortho versus meta or para substitution was fully mapped out by a suite of deuterium labeled peptides. This data was then used to optimize parameters in molecular dynamics-based simulations, which were subsequently used to obtain further insight into the structural underpinnings that most strongly influence the kinetics of radical migration.